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ABSTRACT With the increased number of data and data-generating devices in healthcare settings, the
health monitoring systems have started to experience issues, such as efficient processing and latency.
Several health-monitoring systems have been designed using Wireless Sensors Networks (WSN), cloud
computing, fog computing, and the Internet of Things (IoT). Most of the health monitoring systems have
been designed using the cloud computing architecture. However, due to the high latency introduced by
the cloud-based architecture while processing massive volumes of data, large-scale deployment of latency-
sensitive healthcare applications is restricted. Fog computing that places computing servers closer to the users
addresses the latency problems and increases the on-demand scaling, resource accessibility, and security
dramatically. In this paper, we propose a fog-based healthmonitoring system architecture tominimize latency
and network usage. We also present a new Load Balancing Scheme (LBS) to balance the load among fog
nodes when the health monitoring system is deployed on a large scale. To validate the effectiveness of the
proposed approach, we conducted extensive simulations in the iFogSim toolkit and compared the results
with the cloud-only implementation, Fog Node Placement Algorithm (FNPA), and LoAd Balancing (LAB)
scheme, in terms of latency and network usage. The proposed implementation of the health monitoring
system significantly reduces latency and network usage compared to cloud-only, FNPA, and LAB Scheme.

INDEX TERMS Internet of Things (IoT), fog computing, health monitoring system, load balancing.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) has gradually become an integral
part of the human life [1]. The IoT has shown its significance
and potential in several domains, such as smart cities, smart
home systems, healthcare systems and so on [2]. As a matter
of fact, the IoT has tremendously transformed the healthcare
environment, like other application areas. The use of IoT
technology in healthcare aims to improve the efficiency of
medical care by automating human-led activities [3]. The
key goal of healthcare applications is to constantly monitor
a patient’s health condition. Real-time and time-sensitive
treatments, therefore, have a major role to play in health-
care. Several healthcare architectures have been proposed,
among which mostly are designed by integrating the IoT with
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cloud computing. Cloud computing has evolved and became
a feasible solution for data processing and storage applica-
tions [4]. Cloud computing, however, suffers from significant
challenges, such as delay in data transmission, processing of
massive amounts of data and traffic overcrowding, etc. These
issues are primarily caused due to placement of cloud servers
at large physical distances from the IoT devices [5].

As is evident from the critical nature of the domain, health-
care applications cannot afford the delays. Therefore, it is
not feasible to use traditional cloud computing services to
acquire and analyze the medical data of patients over a broad
geographical area because it not only involves significant
communication delays but also has high network usage [6].
To that end, fog computing has emerged as a new paradigm to
solve the aforementioned underlying challenges of traditional
cloud based computing [7]. Fog nodes are the computing
devices placed at physically dispersed locations. Various
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heterogeneous devices are linked to the network, providing
computing and storage resources in the geographically dis-
persed architecture of fog computing. Fog computing offers
an architecture, a more adaptable and safer way to handle
data, with low bandwidth utilization.

The concept of health care systems reflects the fact that
in most countries, healthcare face challenges that continue
to expand owing to the aging population [8], the increase in
chronic illnesses in many regions, and the unavailability of
medical practitioners [9]. According to recent research from
theWorld Health Organization (WHO), the global population
of people aged 60 and above is predicted to reach 2 billion
by 2050, up from 900 million in 2015 [10]. Moreover, 60%
of all fatalities worldwide and 85% of the fatalities in China
account for chronic illness. Chronic illness expenditures
represent around 75% of the United States’ overall health
care costs [11]. People with inadequate inaccessible medical
resources struggle to live in adverse environments, with a
growing number of patients being challenging, particularly
in remote areas [9]. The significant increase in the number
of challenges mentioned above has rendered it crucial to
discover technical solutions to these challenges, especially
in the field of healthcare. Wireless communications, through
technological advancements in health monitoring systems
and the IoT, will make a substantial contribution to enhance
performance and lowering healthcare expenses. IoT encour-
ages these patients to be monitored, by providing low-cost
home monitoring systems to detect early signs of worsening
health and to provide more quick response and treatment.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose a fog computing-based
architecture for the health monitoring environment.

The proposed fog-based health monitoring architecture
provides information about the patients’ health status by
processing the data sensed and transmitted by the sensors.
The proposed architecture consists of three tiers. The sen-
sors attached to the patients to detect and transmit the vital
signs, such as body temperature, heart rate, and pulse rate,
etc. constitute the first tier of architecture. The intermediate
layer is the fog layer containing the fog nodes, co-located
with the Base Stations (BS), to which all the IoT devices
are connected. The IoT devices in first tier transmit the
sensor-generated data to the fog nodes, which process the
data stream in order to diagnose whether the patient is in a
critical state or not and pass the results to store in the cloud
server via a proxy server placed in the top layer. The fog nodes
also send the results of the patient’s health status back to the
patient’s smartphones to get them displayed. The proposed
architecture of the health monitoring system is intended to
provide patients with real-time medical assistance without
interruption, and fog computing has proven its efficiency
to be implemented in time-sensitive applications. Fog com-
puting places the resources near the proximity of end-users,
thus provides a mechanism for handling huge amount of data
generated from end user devices. Therefore, in the system
being proposed, the use of fog computing is suitable due to
the need for real-time efficient data processing.

In comparison to the cloud server, fog servers have
restricted computing and storage capacities. With an increas-
ing number of user requests, data transfer in massive systems
increases the load on the fog server [12]. For large scale
deployment of proposed fog-based health monitoring system,
the growing number of patients’ requests for a single fog node
will increase the load on that particular fog node. In this situ-
ation, that fog node will be overcrowded, while the remaining
fog nodes will likely remain inactive, increasing response
time and incurring delay. Due to time-sensitive nature of
health monitoring system, we proposed a Load Balancing
Scheme (LBS), which efficiently distributes the load to other
neighbouring fog nodes to minimize the latency and network
usage. As from [13], we assume that IoT data flows may
incur traffic latency and computing latency. In the proposed
LBS approach, the IoT device selects a suitable fog node in
order to reduce the latency of the proposed health monitor-
ing system. The simulations were conducted in the iFogSim
toolkit to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach
by comparing against several benchmark techniques, such as
cloud-only implementation, Fog Node Placement Algorithm
(FNPA), and LoAd Balancing Scheme (LAB Scheme). In the
cloud-only implementation, whole data generated from IoT
devices is transmitted to the cloud server, without the imple-
mentation of fog layer, while fog nodes are still utilized in
FNPA, and LAB Scheme to execute tasks. The experimental
results proved the effectiveness of the proposed technique in
terms of latency and network usage. The contributions of this
paper are following:

1) A fog computing-based three-tier architecture for the
healthmonitoring system has been proposed, where fog
nodes reside in the intermediate layer. The data streams
of the patient’s physiological parameters, generated
from sensors are transmitted through smartphones,
to the fog node. Fog nodes process the incoming data
streams to check if the health status of patients is critical
or not. The patient’s health results are transmitted back
to the patient’s smartphone and also forwarded to the
cloud for storage.

2) The Load Balancing Scheme (LBS) has been pro-
posed to balance the load among fog nodes in health
monitoring systems deployed at a large scale.

3) The performance of LBS for health monitoring is eval-
uated against two metrics namely, the latency and the
network usage.

4) Extensive simulations are carried out in the iFogSim
toolkit to show the effectiveness of the LBS against
cloud-only implementation, FNPA, and LAB Scheme.

5) Experimental results show a significant reduction in
latency and network usage in comparison to cloud-only
and other fog computing-based implementations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the
background information and motivation for this work. The
recent research works related to the architecture of health
monitoring systems and load balancing in fog-based sys-
tems are provided in Section III. The proposed architecture
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for health monitoring systems is explained in Section IV,
while Section V presents the Load Balancing Scheme (LBS).
Section VI presents the experimental setup, while experimen-
tal results are demonstrated in Section VII. Discussions are
provided in Section VIII and finally, Section IX presents the
conclusion of our research work.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
In a cloud-based health monitoring system, a huge amount
of sensor-generated data is supposed to be transmitted to
the clouds server from user IoT devices, which requires a
large number of useable network resources [14]. For the
time-sensitive environments like health monitoring systems,
delay is a crucial parameter, and this also increases if the
system is deployed on large-scale.

Fog computing is the paradigm that leads to solving
the above-mentioned problems. Fog computing brings the
resources near the edge of the network thus decreasing the
latency. Fog computing is the extended version of cloud
services, so the cloud layer cannot be replaced entirely with
fog; instead, both must co-exist to assist each other when-
ever necessary [1]. In addition to offering local processing
and storage, fog computing is capable of managing a set of
devices and sensors [15]. Therefore, fog computing appears
to be more suitable for the IoT systems requiring particular
characteristics.

By employing fog-based computing in the system archi-
tecture, the frequent transmission of data to the cloud server
decrease, which eventually minimizes the latency of the
application.Many researchers for example, [16] have claimed
that latency is minimized by implementing fog computing-
based architecture instead of a cloud computing-based
architecture. Fog computing also minimizes the traffic over
the network and enhances scalabilitymaking it perfect for IoT
deployments. In real-time applications, network usage is still
a critical parameter and is significantly reduced by deploying
the fog-enabled architectures [1].

The transmission of real-time data in large applications
increases the load on fog servers with an increasing number
of IoT device users. It is, therefore, necessary to balance
the load on fog nodes in order to maintain applications
efficiently. Load balancing refers to the application traffic
allocation across various servers to improve the applications’
capability and stability. If one server becomes congested due
to more client requests, some of the load can be passed
to the next server. Therefore, as a result of this workload
distribution, optimal utilization of energy and resources can
be achieved [7].

III. RELATED WORK
A fog-computing based smart healthcare system, named
HealthFog, is presented by Tuli et al. [17] for the diag-
nosis of heart disease. The proposed solution integrates
software-based hardware equipment and enables rapid and
reliable data transmission. In [18], a fog-based framework
of health surveillance, FAAL, is introduced for patients with

chronic neurological disease. Patients’ movement data is
gathered and transferred to the fog layer where a cluster-
ing algorithm is employed to reduce the load on the fog
nodes. Another fog-based eHealth application is proposed
by Vilela et al. in [19], to monitor the health condition
of patients by collecting body physiological parameters as
well as environmental factors such as light, air quality, etc.
Mukherjee et al. [20] proposed a three-tier mobility-aware
Internet of Health Things (IoHT) framework, which consists
of sensor nodes, fog nodes for parametric health control, and
a cloud server for processing in the case of abnormal health
status. In [17]–[20], researchers validated their proposed fog
computing-based architectures of health monitoring systems
by comparing only against the cloud computing-based imple-
mentation. Instead, we compared our proposed fog-enabled
health monitoring system with two other fog-based imple-
mentations i.e. FNPA and LAB Scheme, in addition to
cloud-only implementation.

Hassen et al. [21] presented a fog-based health track-
ing application in which the fog layer analyzes the sensor-
generated physiological data and transmits it to the cloud
using a special JSON data model RESTAPI. As in healthcare
systems, real-time data analysis is needed, therefore, Badidi
and Moumane also presented architecture in [22]. However,
no simulations were performed in [21], [22] to evaluate the
proposed architectures. Saidi et al. [23] and Debauche et al.
in [24] proposed fog-based health surveillance systems for
elderly and unattended people. To monitor blood glucose
levels, a fog-enabled healthcare system is proposed by
Devarajan et al. [25], in which the J48Graft decision tree is
used to forecast a higher degree of risk for diabetes. Although
the researchers in [23]–[25] conducted simulations to validate
their proposed systems but did not provide sufficient results
about performance metrics of latency and network usage.

For the diabetic patients suffering from cardiovascular
diseases, a fog computing enabled health monitoring system
is proposed by Gia et al. [26]. Vedaei et al. [27] developed
a framework COVID-SAFE, to minimize the corona expo-
sure risk. The data processing and analysis is carried out
on fog nodes integrated with Machine Learning (ML) tools.
Hassen et al. [28] presented a fog computing enabled home
hospitalization system. This approach enables the patients
to be treated at home in convenience, where physicians can
monitor patient health’s environmental status. In [26]–[28],
authors did not validate their proposed approaches for latency
and network usage.

An IoT-enabled healthcare system is suggested by
Khattak et al. [29] in which different fog nodes were used
to manage the requests of patients from different cities. The
patient’s status is monitored on the fog node, and if the status
of the patient is critical, the request is transmitted on a cloud
server without delay; otherwise, this request is handled by the
same fog node. Although various topology configurations are
simulated for performance evaluation, yet results are not com-
pared with any cloud or fog-based healthcare system imple-
mentation. Paul et al. [30] presented a fog-enabled health
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monitoring system architecture where the fog nodes process
the data by using an optimized task scheduling algorithm.
In [31], another cloud and fog enabled system architecture
is proposed for monitoring the patient’s medical conditions.
To process the acquired data, tasks are efficiently distributed
by the proposed task allocation strategy. The performance
of the proposed architecture and algorithm in [31], [30] has
been evaluated by comparing the simulation results with
cloud-only architecture, however not compared against any
fog-based architecture.

Hassan et al. [32] proposed three-layer remote pain mon-
itoring system architecture where the fog node detects the
pain with the help of the digital signal processing techniques.
Compared with cloud-based implementation, the proposed
approach resulted in low latency. However, as the number
of patients increases, the proposed solution would not scale
well. This is because the single fog node is responsible for
handling all of the hospital’s data. Verma et al. [33] proposed
an algorithm for balancing load between the three layers of
the proposed architecture. A threshold to control the num-
ber of activities carried out is allocated to the fog layer.
After exceeding this threshold, job requests are passed to
the cloud server present in the topmost layer. The simulation
results demonstrated that the proposed approach reduced the
average turnaround time. A Multi-tenant Load Distribution
Algorithm for Fog Environments (MtLDF) is proposed by
Neto et al. [34]. MtLDF has proven to be more efficient in
distributing the load than the Delay-Driven Load Distribu-
tion (DDLD). A dynamic resource allocation method, named
DRAM, has been proposed by Xu et al. [35] for balancing
the load in fog-based systems. Through statically assigning
resources and dynamic services migration, a related resource
allocation approach is provided which proved to be efficient
in terms of resource utilization; however, latency is not con-
sidered for its performance evaluation. An energy-efficient
strategy has also been presented by Mahmoud et al. [36]
which assigns tasks to the fog nodes according to their
computing capability and power usage. It was observed by
conducting simulations that the proposed approach shows an
enormously beneficial impact on application latency, network
use, and energy use.

For efficient resource utilization, Tun and Paing [37]
proposed a Fog Node Placement Algorithm (FNPA) that
associates the IoT devices with the nearest suitable fog node
with adequate resources (CPU, RAM, andBandwidth). FNPA
proved to be efficient as compared to cloud-only imple-
mentation and fog-node with minimum distance approach,
by showing significant reduction in latency, cost of execution,
and network usage. Fan and Ansari [38], mentioned that the
data flows from IoT devices may incur two types of delays
namely the network delay caused by the number of service
requests, and computing delay caused by resource allocation
for service requests. For the hierarchical based cloud com-
puting, the authors proposed Workload ALLocation (WALL)
scheme in [38] and Application-awaRE workload Alloca-
tion (AREA) scheme in [39]. Both of the presented schemes

assign IoT users’ requests to suitable cloudlets to reduce
network delay and computing delay, which ultimately reduce
average response time of the application. In [13], Fan and
Ansari presented a LoAd Balancing Scheme (LAB Scheme)
for fog computing-based systems in order to reduce the IoT
dataflow latency. LAB Scheme provides a solution by con-
necting the user devices to the appropriate BSs for workload
allocation.

Many prior works [17]–[20], [30], [31], [36] com-
pared the simulation results of their proposed fog-based
approaches with cloud-based implementation only. Other
works [26]–[28] never considered the performance metrics
such as latency and network usage for evaluation of proposed
architectures. Some of the researchers consider one metric
only; such as in [35], the impact of the proposed approach on
latency is not discussed. While in [13], [33], [34], [38], [39],
the network usage is not considered for performance evalu-
ation. Some of the prior works [22], [21] never conducted
experiments to validate the performance of their proposed
approaches. Unlike prior work, we conducted extensive
simulations with five different topology configurations and
compared the results with cloud-only implementation and
two other fog-based implementations i.e. FNPA and LAB
Scheme. These simulations are carried out for latency and
network usage parameters in which LBS outperforms cloud-
only, FNPA, and LAB Scheme.

Several researchers proposed fog-based architectures for
health monitoring systems that outperformed cloud-based
architectures. Nevertheless, none of the researchers compared
their proposed approach with a fog-based architecture for the
health monitoring system previously presented. Thus, it is
desirable to develop a fog-based approachmore effective than
previously presented fog-based solutions. As is mentioned
earlier that latency and network usage are crucial parame-
ters for health monitoring systems, most of the researchers
only validated their proposed approaches against latency,
however, network usage was not considered as a performance
metric. Therefore, it is also needed to compare our proposed
approach in terms of network usage in addition to latency.

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In this section, three-tier architecture of a fog-based health
monitoring system is presented. The first tier of the proposed
architecture consists of sensors attached to the patient to sense
the vital signs, for example, body temperature, heart rate,
and pulse rate, etc., and transmit to the fog nodes through
smartphones. The fog nodes make up the second tier of the
architecture. The data collected from IoT devices is ana-
lyzed by the fog nodes that are co-located with the BSs,
and the results of the patient’s health status are sent back to
the patient’s smartphone. To ensure that the patients get an
immediate response in real-time environment, the fog nodes
are placed at the edge of network i.e. closer to the IoT devices.
The results of patient’s health status are also stored in the dat-
acenter present at cloud layer i.e. the top layer of the proposed
architecture. The communication link between cloud server
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and fog nodes is built via a proxy server. The cloud server is
primarily configured in this architecture to provide large data
centers for storage. The fog computing-based architecture of
our proposed health monitoring system is shown in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1. Three-Tier Architecture of Fog based health monitoring system.

A. IOT LAYER
The IoT devices form tier-1 of the proposed healthmonitoring
system. The sensors connected with smartphones record the
body temperature, heart rate, and pulse rate of the patient and
send this data to an upper-level fog device to process and
check whether the patient is in critical condition or not.

B. FOG LAYER
This intermediate layer is situated between the IoT and the
cloud layer. The data generated from sensors is forwarded to
the fog layer for processing. There are Base Stations (BSs),
to which fog nodes are attached and the coverage area of BSs
may overlap [13], as shown in Figure 2. In this way, each IoT
device is associated with only one fog node or BS but may
be placed in the coverage area of more than one BSs. The fog
nodes are less capable than a cloud in terms of networking,
computing power and storage space. The fog layer serves as
a supporting intermediate layer, to process and analyze the
real-time data near the end-users, in the proposed architecture
of the fog-based health monitoring system.

C. CLOUD LAYER
The cloud server and a proxy server constitute the top layer
of the proposed architecture of health management system.
The cloud is primarily responsible for providing additional
computing and storage resources. A proxy server connects
and enables the data transmission from the fog layer to the

FIGURE 2. Architecture of the proposed system showing overlapping
coverage areas of fog nodes/Base Stations.

cloud server and vice versa. Following the processing of
sensor-generated data, fog nodes forward the patient-health
status results to the cloud server that includes a permanent
database to record the results. Moreover, the data can be
retrieved from the cloud at any time.

D. APPLICATION MODEL
The application model of the system in fog computing is
composed of a collection of application modules. Each appli-
cation module is responsible for performing one specific
operation on the data collected.

The application model of our proposed fog-based health
monitoring system comprises of three application modules
namely, (i) Client Module, (ii) Processing Module, and
(iii) Storage Module. In this scenario, as the patient is sup-
posed to be the client to the proposed health monitoring
system, so the initial interface to the patient is provided by the
Client Module. The sensor generated data of patient’s health
parameters, such as body temperature, heart rate, and pulse
rate are collected by the appropriate sensors in the Client
Module.

The data after being acquired by a sensor is transmitted
through the patient’s smartphone to the Processing Module
in the fog node, for processing. The results of the patient’s
health status are sent back to theClient Module in smartphone
to get them displayed. The Storage Module, responsible for
record-keeping, is integrated into the cloud server. The pro-
cessed results of the Processing Module are also transmitted
to the StorageModule. The applicationmodel of the proposed
health monitoring systems is illustrated in Figure 3.

V. LOAD BALANCING SCHEME
In our proposed architecture, Base Stations (BSs) are
co-located with fog nodes, and cellular communication
between devices is possible because of the BSs. The cov-
erage areas of neighboring BSs may overlap, and end-user
devices in those overlapping regions can be connected with
appropriate BSs. However, any BS may become the barrier
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FIGURE 3. Application Model for fog-based health monitoring system.

in communication if it is overwhelmed by heavy traffic load,
which reveals that the main factor of delay in overall response
is the latency of dataflows. As stated earlier, that the latency
of data flow on IoT devices involves two types of latencies,
one is communication latency caused by traffic load, while
the other is computing latency, which is due to computing
load [13]. Therefore, the load balancing method must involve
both the traffic and computing loads of BS and fog nodes,
respectively. We have taken the situation into consideration
that if BS is overloaded by connected IoT devices and causes
network congestion, then some of the connected IoT devices
will be offloaded to some other less loaded BSs. This will
decrease the traffic load of the previous BS and may increase
the computing load of the newly assigned BS. Then to reduce
this computing load, some IoT devices will be offloaded to
some other BS in the neighbor. In this way, the traffic load
of the newly assigned BS may increase due to the balancing
of the computing load of the previous BS. Here, in order
to reduce the system’s overall latency and network usage,
we need a load balancing approach to balance both the traffic
and computing loads of BSs or fog nodes. Therefore, we pro-
pose a Load Balancing Scheme (LBS) in order to minimize
the latency and network usage of fog network by considering
both types of latencies i.e. the communication latency and
computing latency.

Some of the recent researchworks proposed load balancing
mechanisms, one of which is the Fog Node Placement Algo-
rithm (FNPA) [37] that associates the IoT device with the
nearest fog node having maximum resources (CPU, RAM,
and Bandwidth) to allocate workload. In another research
work [13], LAB Scheme is presented in which appropriate
fog node selection for workload allocation is made by using
some complex formulas involving computing capacity of
fog node and data flow rate of IoT device, etc. In our pro-
posed approach LBS, to estimate the communication latency
and computing latency of the fog network, we adopted the
same procedure as researchers followed in [13]. Therefore,
Equation 1, 3, 4, 5. . . 10 have been adopted from [13]. The
symbols and their interpretations used in this paper are shown
in Table 1. The set of fog nodes or BSs installed in an area can
be expressed as:

J = j1, j2, j3, . . . jn

TABLE 1. Key Symbols used in this paper.

A. TRAFFIC LOAD
Assume that x is a location in area A, where IoT device placed
at x location has the transmission power asP (x), channel gain
as g (x) and noise power denoted by σ 2. Each IoT device in
the network has a Signal to Noise Ratio SNR (x), which can
be calculated by using Equation 1:

SNR (x) =
P (x)× g (x)

σ 2 (1)

where channel gain1 g (x) can be calculated in Equation 2,
as follows:

g (x) = 10log10

[
λ2

(4πd)2

]
(2)

It is to be noted that λ is the wavelength while the IoT
device and BS are separated by the distance d . Wavelength
λ can be calculated by dividing the speed of light by carrier
frequency of BS. We assume that if an IoT device is linked to
BS j, and BS j has the bandwidth BWj, then the capacity of the
IoT device cj (x) would be calculated as stated in Equation 3:

cj (x) = BWj × log10 (1+ SNR (x)) (3)

The IoT device at location x has some traffic load density
for jth BS. This traffic load density can be expressed by using
Equation 4:

ej (x) =
fl (x)×l (x)× bj (x)

cj (x)
(4)

According to [13], IoT data flows follow Poisson Point
Process and have an average flow rate denoted by fl (x), l (x)
is the traffic size of the flow, bj (x) is the binary indicator if the
device is associated with the respective BS or not. By adding
the traffic load densities of IoT devices, we can estimate the
traffic load of BS by using Equation 5:

TLj =
∑
x∈A

ej (x) (5)

1 https://www.sis.pitt.edu/prashk/inf1072/Fall16/radioprop.pdf
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Based on the assumptions from [13], BS j has the com-
munication latency ratio Lm, which can be calculated in
Equation 6:

Lm(j) =
TLj

1− TLj
(6)

B. COMPUTING LOAD
It is observed that the latency of data flows is affected by
the computing latency in fog nodes. Considering v (x) as the
average computing size of data flow, we can calculate the
computing load density of IoT device by using Equation 7:

êj (x) =
fl (x)×v (x)× bj (x)

Cj
(7)

where Cj is the computing capacity of the fog node. In order
to estimate the computing load of BS j, the computing load
densities of associated IoT devices would be aggregated,
as shown in Equation 8.

CLj =
∑
x∈A

êj (x) (8)

Based on the assumptions from [13], BS j has computing
latency ratio Lp that can be calculated in Equation 9:

Lp(j) =
CLj

1− CLj
(9)

By using Equation 10, the Latency Ratio L of the fog
network is obtained by aggregating communication latency
and computing latency of all fog nodes.

L =
∑
j∈J

[
Lm (j)+ Lp (j)

]
(10)

C. FOG NODE/BASE STATION SELECTION
The traffic load and computing load of each BS are iteratively
estimated, and the message is broadcast to IoT devices. The
communication latency Lm and computing latency Lp of the
fog, node shall be calculated following the estimation of the
traffic and computing load of the BS and the fog nodes,
respectively. The parameters will be checked by each IoT
device, which will then choose suitable BS in each iteration
with the minimum Latency value by using Equation 11.

m (k) = argmin
j∈J

(
Lm (j)+ Lp (j)

)
(11)

Here m (k) is the index of selected BS. This process will
repeat until the Latency Ratio L of the overall fog network is
significantly reduced. Algorithm 1 presents the mechanism
for balancing the load between fog nodes.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The simulation environment used to evaluate the performance
of the proposed approach is explained in this section.

The sensors, responsible for sensing body temperature,
heart rate, and pulse rate, etc. frequently transmit the data
to the fog nodes, via a smartphone. The data processing
and analysis is carried out on the fog nodes to check the

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Load Balancing Scheme
(LBS)
Input: Set of IoT Devices D, Set of Fog Nodes J
Output: IoT device and Fog Node Mapping

1 NodeMap = [ ][ ]
2 repeat
3 for d ∈ D do
4 for j ∈ J do
5 if disInCoverageAreaOf j then
6 Estimate Lm(j)
7 Estimate Lp(j)
8 end if
9 end for

10 select j with minimum (Lm + Lp)
11 NodeMap.append (d,j)
12 end for
13 for j ∈ J do
14 L = Lm (j)+ Lp (j)
15 end for
16 until L is minimized ;
17 return NodeMap

health status of the patient if he/she is in normal condition or
critical condition. These fog nodes then transmit the results
to the cloud for storage and also to the patient’s smart-
phone. The connection of fog nodes with the cloud server
is formed by the use a proxy server. We used the iFogSim,
an open-source toolkit, to simulate and evaluate our proposed
approach. It is believed that iFogSim [40] is the most effec-
tive tool for simulating fog computing-enabled applications.
Several researchers [29]–[32], [36], [37] also simulated their
proposed architectures in iFogSim.

Six fog nodes are created and randomly placed in
a 3000 m × 2000 m area. Initially, each fog node has four
connected IoT devices within a coverage area of a 500-meter
radius. As BSs are co-located with fog nodes, placed at
random places, they may have overlapping coverage areas.
For simulations, IoT devices are created and attached to each
BS or fog node. These IoT devices are placed at random
places (using coordinate values) in the coverage area of the
associated BS. To get the sensed data from sensors, the Client
Module is embedded in the IoT devices and the Processing
Module is created on fog nodes to check the patient’s health
status by processing and analyzing the incoming data. After
that, the fog node sends the results to the connected IoT
device, to get them displayed.

While creating the fog devices in iFogSim, we need to
define values for multiple parameters, such as CPU length,
RAM, Bandwidth, etc. In Table 2, the parameters used for
the devices configuration in iFogSim are presented. All the
computational devices created in iFogSim are known as fog
devices. The computational devices, however, have different
levels. The parent node on Level 0 is a cloud server. The
proxy server placed at Level 1 connects the fog nodes to
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TABLE 2. Values of parameters for fog-based health monitoring system.

the cloud server. At Level 2, the fog nodes are placed closer
to the user to provide computational and storage capacities
more frequently. IoT devices are on Level 3 with sensors and
actuators. Figure 4 shows the topology created in iFogSim
for evaluating our proposed fog computing-based imple-
mentation. The simulations were conducted on an HP Folio
9740 EliteBook (Intel Core i5, 2.30GHz processor, 180GB
SSD drive) with Windows 10 Operating System.

FIGURE 4. Topology of the proposed fog-based health monitoring system
in iFogSim.

We simulated the proposed architecture with different
topology configurations in iFogSim. We have modified the
topology configurations by gradually increasing the number
of IoT devices per fog node. Initially, four IoT devices were
associated to each fog node, and then we increased the size
of topology by increasing the number of IoT devices. The
fog network topology configurations used for simulations are
shown in Table 3. The performance metrics considered for
evaluation of the proposed implementation are latency and
network usage. By increasing the number of associated IoT
devices ultimately increases the traffic as well as computing
load on the fog node, leading to an increase in the network
consumption and latency of that particular fog node.

TABLE 3. Scenario topologies for simulation in iFogSim.

FIGURE 5. Topology of cloud-based health monitoring system in iFogSim.

Figure 5 demonstrates the topology created for cloud-
only implementation in iFogSim. In this case, several devices
in the IoT layer are associated via a router to the cloud
server. The IoT devices send the sensor-generated data values
to the cloud for analysis and the resultant information is
displayed on the IoT device. The size of the topology configu-
ration was gradually increased to inspect its impact on latency
and network usage. The configuration parameters used for
simulations in cloud-only implementation are presented in
Table 4 while Table 5 shows the values of other parameters
used in LBS.

TABLE 4. Value of parameters for cloud-only health monitoring system.

TABLE 5. Value of parameters used in proposed approach LBS.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The performance evaluation of the LBS against the cloud-
only implementation, FNPA [37], and LAB Scheme [13]
is carried out and results are presented in this section. The
results for performance metrics of latency and network usage
are provided in Table 6 and Table 7, respectively. The sim-
ulation results demonstrate that LBS minimizes the latency
as compared to cloud-only implementation, FNPA, and LAB
Scheme. The results also show that LBS significantly reduces
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TABLE 6. Simulation results for latency.

TABLE 7. Simulation results for network usage.

network usage in comparison to the cloud-only implementa-
tion. The LBS also slightly reduces network usage as com-
pared to FNPA and LAB Scheme.

A. ANALYSIS OF LATENCY
In time-sensitive applications like health monitoring systems,
latency must be reduced. In the proposed architecture,
the sensors-generated data streams are gathered and trans-
mitted through smartphones to the fog layer for analysis.
Considering a is the CPU delay for sending sensed data from
sensors through smartphones, b being the time to send data
towards fog node. Finally, after processing in the fog node, c
is the time required to show details to the smartphone.We can
calculate the latency [40] i.e. time to complete one task from
source to destination, in iFogSim by using the following
Equation 12.

Latency = a+ b+ c (12)

The latency comparison of LBS with cloud-only, FNPA
and LAB Scheme is presented in Figure 6. It can be
observed that latency in cloud-only implementation increases
significantly as the size of topology configuration grows.
This is because all tasks are to be executed by the cloud,
which increases load and ultimately latency. As is earlier
mentioned that FNPA selects the appropriate fog node with
minimum distance and maximum resources (CPU, RAM,
and Bandwidth) to allocate workload. When the number of
users increases and there is no more appropriate fog node
with available resources, then the user requests are forwarded
to the cloud server. This increases the load on the cloud
server and hence latency is increased. Similarly, the LAB
Scheme performs complex calculations for the selection of
appropriate fog node to allocate the workload, which may
takemore time in performing calculations. This also increases

FIGURE 6. Comparison of Latency.

FIGURE 7. Comparison of Latency between fog-based implementations.

the latency as the size of topology configuration grows.
In contrast, LBS allows the fog nodes to process all incoming
tasks and also involves less complicated calculations for fog
node selection. Therefore, it can be seen in Figure 6 that
our proposed scheme LBS significantly reduces latency as
compared to cloud-only implementation, FNPA, and LAB
Scheme. To give a clear picture of the difference in results,
Figure 7 shows the comparison between fog-based imple-
mentations i.e. our proposed approach LBS, FNPA, and LAB
Scheme.

B. ANALYSIS OF NETWORK USAGE
By employing the cloud-only implementation of the architec-
ture, increased volume of traffic on the cloud server leads to
high network usage, due to only cloud server being respon-
sible for all data processing. While in the case of fog-based
architecture, since each fog node is supposed to process and
analyze the data streams received from its connected IoT
devices, the network usage decrease. Figure 8 shows the
comparison of simulation results in terms of network usage in
cloud-only, FNPA, LAB Scheme, and our proposed scheme
LBS.
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FIGURE 8. Comparison of network usage.

It can be observed that the network consumption increases
in case of cloud-only implementation as the size of topology
configuration grows. All of the end devices are linked via a
router to the cloud server that ensures that all requests are
handled by a single cloud server at a time, which increases
network usage. However, there are several fog nodes in the
case of fog-based implementation, in which one fog node
is dedicated only for its associated IoT devices. Thus, that
fog node is responsible only for processing the requests from
its associated IoT devices. The LBS significantly reduces
network usage in comparison to the cloud-only implemen-
tation. By conducting simulations for FNPA, it is observed
that when the number of users rises and there is no more
appropriate fog node with available resources, then the tasks
are transferred to the cloud layer. Therefore, the network
consumption increases in this case as compared to fog-based
implementation but still significantly less than cloud-based
implementation. While the LAB Scheme allows all process-
ing to be done on fog nodes hence, network usage is much
reduced in contrast to cloud-based implementation. As is
evident that computing and analysis are primarily performed
on fog servers in our proposed approach LBS, FNPA, and
LAB Scheme. It can be seen in Table 7 that our proposed
approach LBS reduces network usage as compared to FNPA
and LAB Scheme. Although the difference is minor, still LBS
proved to be efficient for deployment in a large-scale health
monitoring system.

The experimental results for the performance metrics of
latency and network usage demonstrate that our proposed fog
computing-based implementation is an effective solution for
health monitoring system. By using a fog-based architecture
for a time-critical application such as health monitoring sys-
tem, allows for timely retrieval of information about patient’s
physiological parameters, as well as a reduction in the time
it takes to process data and to determine whether a patient’s
health condition is critical or not.

The findings help us acknowledge that fog computing
has the potential to be implemented in environments where
timely data processing is highly desirable. Consequently,

the fog-based implementation proven to be more feasible for
time-sensitive environments due to its low latency and low
network usage.

VIII. DISCUSSIONS
This article presents two key findings: First, the fog
computing-based architecture offers the ideal computing
solution for latency-sensitive applications such as the health
monitoring system. Second, our proposed approach LBS for
health monitoring system is compared with the cloud-only
implementation, FNPA, and LAB Scheme, in terms of two
performance metrics i.e. latency and network usage, whereby
the proposed approach LBS outperformed. LBS is also suit-
able for other fog computing-based smart home and smart
city applications.

Due to the centralized nature of cloud computing, cloud
servers are responsible for all processing and storage thereby
increasing latency and network consumption with the grow-
ing number of user requests. Therefore, cloud computing
is not an optimal solution for time-sensitive applications.
Whereas fog computing introduces a new layer of fog nodes
between the cloud server and end-user devices. The main
feature of the fog architecture is its locally available resources
that enable the system to perform essential tasks at fog nodes,
thus minimizing the workload of the cloud server. The avail-
able resources at fog nodes are limited, but the distributed
workload to all fog nodes results in reduced latency and
less bandwidth consumption. Therefore fog-based comput-
ing might be the appropriate solution for fulfilling the QoS
requirements of real-time systems such as health monitoring
systems, in particular.

In this research work, our proposed fog-based approach
LBS considerably decreases latency when compared to
cloud-only, FNPA [37], and LAB Scheme [13]. LBS also
reduces network usage than the other approaches in compar-
ison. Although the difference in terms of network bandwidth
is slight but based on overall results, our proposed approach
comes out to be the preferred solution for time-critical appli-
cations. In the case of cloud-only implementation, latency
and network usage increase with an increase in the number
of incoming requests due to a single cloud server being
responsible for the processing of all user requests. In the case
of fog-based implementation i.e. FNPA, although most of
the processing is performed at fog nodes, user requests are
transmitted to the cloud when there are no remaining avail-
able resources at the fog layer, which ultimately increases
the task completion time, thus affecting latency and network
usage. Another fog-based approach, LAB Scheme performs
complex and long calculations for appropriate Base Stations
(BS) selection, which may increase the selection time
and thus overall latency increases. In comparison to these
state-of-the-art approaches, our proposed approach LBS per-
forms proved to be efficient because of processing all tasks
on appropriate fog nodes. LBS also considers both types of
loads i.e. traffic load and computing load for the appropriate
selection of fog nodes or BSs.
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In summary, our proposed approach LBS outperformed
cloud-only implementation, FNPA, and LAB Scheme in
terms of latency and network bandwidth. The proposed
approach LBS will enable our fog-based health monitoring
system to process a large number of user requests in a timely
fashion, thus providing benefits to the patients, healthcare
staff, andmedical practitioners. The burden at clinics will also
decrease since people may monitor their health status while
staying at home and must only see their doctor when health
status is serious.

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Due to huge bandwidth utilization and increased latency,
cloud-based computing is not an ideal environment for time-
sensitive applications, such as health monitoring systems.
Subsequently, fog computing has emerged as a new architec-
ture that shifts computing resources near the edge of the net-
work to ensure fast computing. Since fog nodes have limited
computing and storage capacities, therefore load balancing
among fog nodes is needed to minimize latency and ensure
fast data processing. In this paper, we proposed a fog-based
healthmonitoring system and a load balancing scheme named
LBS. The proposed three-tier healthmonitoring system archi-
tecture provides health information to the patients by process-
ing the sensor-generated data. Sensors and smartphones being
placed in tier 1, are responsible for sensing and transmitting
the patient’s vital signs information to the fog nodes placed in
the intermediate layer. After processing, the fog node notifies
the patient about his/her medical condition and transmits the
patient’s health results to the cloud server for storage. For
real-time systems, the number of incoming requests for each
fog node may vary, which may lead to unbalance load on fog
nodes. We proposed LBS to select an appropriate fog node
to place incoming requests to balance the load among fog
nodes. Simulations were performed to evaluate the perfor-
mance of LBS with cloud-only, FNPA, and LAB Scheme.
Simulation results revealed that our proposed approach out-
performs cloud-only and other fog-based implementations
i.e. FNPA and LAB Scheme, in terms of latency and network
usage.

In the future, the proposed algorithm can be further studied
and tested on larger and diverse data and can also be validated
for its application for more vital signs or the diagnosis of
some specific disease.
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